
5. How is height shown on maps?

2. Rules for using an Atlas
1. Look up the place using the Index at the back of 

the book.
2. The 1st number is the page number and the number 

and letter is the grid reference.
3. Turn to the page and look up the grid reference. 
4. Somewhere in that box you will find your place. 

1. What is geography?
• Physical geography is the study of the Earth’s 

natural features. It is about the land, sea and 
environment around us. Landforms are natural 
features formed by rivers, sea, ice and volcanoes.

• Human geography is the study of where and how 
people live. It is about how people interact with the 
environment around them. This includes cities, 
agriculture, businesses and crime.
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3. Speaking like a geographer
• We use a compass to 

describe different 
directions in Geography. 
Here is an 8-pointed 
compass:
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4. 4 and 6-figure grid references:
• On an Ordnance Survey map (OS map) to help navigate, and to understand locations we use 4 and 6 figure grid 

references.
• We use 6 figure grid references when we want to be more accurate.

6 figure grid references
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4 figure grid references

Spot heights

The exact height of 
the ground is 
measured and 
written on the map.

Layer colouring

Areas of different 
heights are shown using 
different colours. Brown 
normally shows the 
highest point.

Contours

Brown lines drawn on 
a map which join up 
points that are the 
same height.

6. How do you show SCALE on maps?

Scale on a map can be shown in FOUR
DIFFERENT WAYS…

1. As a simple statement:

• one centimetre equals one kilometre

2. As a ratio or fraction: 

• 1:10,000  

• This means the real world is 10,000 times 
larger than the way it is printed on the 
map

3. By a scale line: 

• this is a short line drawn on a map which 
shows what the real distance is.

4. By using squares:

• Normally, squares printed on the map are 
1km long and 1km wide

Keywords:
• National park: an area of countryside protected by the 

government
• Conservation: protecting something from environmental or 

human damage


